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          WebViewer Version: 10.6.0

Do you have an issue with a specific file(s)? No

Can you reproduce using one of our samples or online demos? Yes

Are you using the WebViewer server? No

Does the issue only happen on certain browsers? No

Is your issue related to a front-end framework? No

Is your issue related to annotations? Yes

Please give a brief summary of your issue:

Detecting unsaved changes in annotations/comments

Please describe your issue and provide steps to reproduce it:

Hello. I would like to ask if there is an API in the WebViewer to know if there are unsaved changes in the comments panel. For example, when a user forgets to click Save and clicks away from the comment box, it would show that exclamation mark:


[image: image]
image1130×506 99.5 KB



But we need to find out programmatically so our application can also prompt the user from navigating away from the page if there are unsaved changes in the comments

Thank you!

Please provide a link to a minimal sample where the issue is reproducible:
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          Hi there,

Thank you for contacting WebViewer forums,

When you have unsaved changes in the text area, the icon that pops has a data-element of ‘unpostedCommentIndicator’.

If you add an eventListener to the text input field, you should be able to grab the icon using the following:

      const iframeDoc = instance.UI.iframeWindow.document;
      const unsavedIcon = iframeDoc.querySelectorAll('[data-element="unpostedCommentIndicator"]')


And if this icon exists, you could add your custom behaviour.

You may need to follow our advanced UI customization guide for this behaviour:
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Best regards,

Kevin Kim
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